Minor in Civic and Professional Leadership
[CPL] – 18 credits

Through the Honors College Advisement Sheet - 2017
(Note: a minimum of “C” is required for all courses counting towards the minor)

I. Foundations of Leadership (3 credits):

HON 110 ___ (Theory) # I
Or
CPL 120 ___ (Diversity) J

# (Open only to first semester freshmen and/or first semester transfer students)

II. Required Leadership Classes (9 credit hours from the following):

CPL 120 ___ (Diversity) J^n
HON 311 ___ (Stewardship)#
HON 313 ___ (Public Opinion)#
HON 320 ___
HON 351 ___
HON 352 ___
HON 381 ___
HON 382 ___
HON 383 ___
HON 451 ___
HON 452 ___
CPL 399 ___

^ (May be taken if student completed HON 110)
#Honors Core Program Students Only

III. Discipline Pairings: (6 credits from one of six tracks) Ideally 300 level classes taken in junior or senior year; pre-rec classes taken in the freshman or sophomore year

- CPL 301 ___ (Business)
  One prerequisite course: BLA201, MAT161, MGT100, ECO111, ECO112, PSY265, COM304*, or ENG368*
- CPL 302 ___ (Political)
  One prerequisite course: CRJ110, HIS150, MAT121, PSC100, SOC200, SWO225, HON310, CHE371*, COM340*, or PHI355*.
- CPL 303 ___ (Education)
  One prerequisite course: EDA103, EGP209, EGP210, EDP200, EDP201, EDF300, HIS444, HON312, or HON322.
- CPL 304 ___ (Arts) One prerequisite course: ARH101, ARH103, ART106, DAN130, MHL121, MHL201, MHL210, THA101, THA103 or HON 315*.
- CPL 305 ___ (Public Health) One prerequisite course: BIO100, BIO110, BIO270, CHE103, CHE107, ENV102, ESS102, EXS180, GEO103, HEA100, HEA110, KIN103, NDT200, CSD101, HON314 or COM450*.
- CPL 306 ___ (STEM) One prerequisite course: BIO230, CHE101, CHE103, CHE107, COM201, COM219, CSC110, CSC115, CSC141, HON212, MAT121, MAT162, PHI125, PHY125, PHY100, PHY130, PHY170, HON 314 or MAT301*.

IV. Co-Curricular Component:

A) Verification of establishment of a Co-Curricular portfolio ______

Bring this sheet with you whenever you meet with your advisor about scheduling or course planning!

(Pending Approved 2017)

NOTES: (1) CPL 300 level seminars require junior standing; (2) * indicates a course that may be taken concurrently with a CPL seminar; (3) a minimum of one of the non-CPL classes in the pairing must be taken prior to the CPL course.